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Overview 
 
On her way back home from the long journey in the Drullan mountains, Juno 
encounters a peasant from a village close to her hometown, selling vegetables on the 
side of the road. His name is Damir and he immediately recognize her.  
Damir seems very concerned about his village and the strange events that are taking 
place in the area: an infestation of strange mushrooms across the land that is slowly 
destroying the crops, followed by the appearance of undead creatures.  
Juno promptly offers her help with the intention of investigate on this strange 
phenomenon before the issue will spread on her near city. Luckily, Juno knows the 
area very well and personally knows Kreller, the village elder, who can certainly 
provide some answers.  
Kreller lives in a camp surrounded by a small forest just outside Damir’s village and 
this is where this quest will start for Juno.  
She will first find the reason or the source of this phenomenon and then stop 
wherever or whoever is behind this calamity.  
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Quest Walkthrough 
1. Elder’s Camp 

 

Juno arrives at the Camp looking for answers. Kreller will suggest to look for specific 
mushrooms in the forest. Juno will find her first mushrooms and learn about them  
Difficulty: 5/10 Duration: 1:00 

 
1. Cinematic – camera will show the entire camp.  
2. Dialogue window will pop up and Kreller will send Juno to find mushrooms, being 

very specific about colors and number (9) so he can examine them and find a 
solution. He tells her that she will find 3 collection sites along the road.  

3. Juno will find 6 mushrooms outside the camp: red, blue and green. 

4. Dialogue window will pop up to explain each mushroom color. Juno will learn 
different mushrooms effects and interactions. 

 
2. Collection site N1 – N2  

 

Following the road, Juno will find that very intricate tree branches are blocking the 
path. She will use the mushrooms as learned before to destroy the obstacle.  
Difficulty: 4/10 – 4/10 Duration: 00:33 – 00:33 

 
1. Juno will find a road block made of tree branches. She knows that by combining 

the blue and the red mushroom she can create an explosion. Juno will use the 
mushrooms to destroy the obstacle. 

2. Juno will find 8 new mushrooms on top of the hill.  

 

 
3. Collection site N3  

Following the road, Juno will arrive at the 3rd site where she has the opportunity to 
explore an optional path with 3 more mushrooms.  
Difficulty: 4/10  Duration: 00:83  

 
1. Juno will find a road block made of tree branches. She knows that by combining 

the blue and the red mushroom she can create an explosion. Juno will use the 
mushrooms to destroy the obstacle. 

2. Juno will find 8 new mushrooms in this valley + 3 optional in the optional area.  

 
4. Elder’s Camp 

Juno return the Camp with the mushrooms requested. She fulfilled the quest and will 
be now lead to the next step. (see picture beat N1) 
Difficulty:     2/10                                           Duration:      00:42 
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1. Conversation window will pop up and strangely, Kreller ask Juno to throw 1 of 

each kind into the Bone Pit at the entrance of the camp.  
2. Cinematic – Camera goes over the Bone Pit, then Kreller, then Collection site n3 

to reveal a hidden lever.  
3. Kreller will tell Juno that the lever is the answer she was looking for.  

 
5.  Dungeon Entrance  

Juno will pull the lever and a hidden door and a passage going down will be 
revealed.  
Difficulty:    10/10                                  Duration:     00:58 
1. Juno pulls the lever and a passage going down will be revealed. 
2. She will move through the dungeon and can go to an optional path. Here she will 

find a jumping puzzle that will lead to more mushrooms.  

 
6.  Ceremonial Room  

Juno will proceed to a large room where she will face a difficult challenge and 
will also have an important hint.  
Difficulty:     8/10                                  Duration:       00:83 
1. Juno will find a large Ceremonial room. 
2. Cinematic – The camera will go over the room highlighting the 4 Bone Pits in the 

north area. Camera will go back to Juno (wait, I’ve seen the Bone Pit before). 
Camera shake. Slow waves of undead will emerge from the Bone Pits.  

3. Juno can destroy the waves by using the mushrooms as learned before. 

 
7.  Dungeon Exit 

After defeating the undead waves, Juno will leave the dungeon, having 
another optional path with more mushrooms and a new jumping puzzle. 
Difficulty:    10/10                                  Duration:     00:58 
1. Juno will leave the dungeon and has the option to go through another jumping 

puzzle for more mushrooms. 

 
8. Elder’s Camp 

Juno will ascend from the dungeon to find herself in the Camp once again. 
Here she will face the final boss, Kreller! (see picture beat N1) 
Difficulty:      10/10                                Duration:    00:75 
Cinematic – Juno will slowly ascend from the Dungeon to enter the Camp. 
Kreller is surprise to see her alive “Oh you didn’t die down there. Well, I guess 
it will me my job and absolute pleasure to stop you!”. Kreller turns into the 
Skeleton King. Boss fight!   
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Flow Chart 
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